Armstrong Teasdale is accepting applications from a competitive group of highly qualified candidates for our Summer
Associate Program. Recruiting top talent through the Summer Associate Program is a critical component of our
innovative approach to talent management.
A high grade point average is great, but qualities like passion, curiosity, approachability and willingness to be coached
are additional traits that we’ve found increase odds of a successful and gratifying legal practice.
Our Summer Associate Program gives you the chance to use what you’ve learned but pushes and stretches you – all the
while you’re getting real law practice experience.
Don’t worry about being stuck in the library or a file room for the summer. For several weeks, you’ll be guided by a
mentor and advisor and treated as a professional. You’ll work with experienced attorneys on challenging matters. If
you have a specific area of interest, we’ll give you plenty of time to explore it. The program is at least 8 weeks in
length.
You’ll enjoy planned activities that allow you to get to know our attorneys and the other summer associates in casual
settings. Special seminars to teach soft skills, the business of law firms and trends in the legal profession are part of
the summer curriculum.
Requirements:
•
•
•
•

First year law student enrolled at an American Bar Association accredited law school
Genuine interest in Armstrong Teasdale’s opportunities in St. Louis
Excellent undergraduate and law school academic performance
Personal and professional achievements

To apply, please submit the following:
•

•
•
•

Cover Letter that includes why you believe diversity and inclusion are important in the legal profession
and/or how you have been committed to advancing diversity and inclusion in your community, professional
life and/or school life
Resume
Unofficial law school transcript (candidates will be required to submit a transcript with final grades if they
apply before receipt of their first term grades)
Writing Sample

